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DEAR PASTORS
AND LEADERS,
We recognize and appreciate the trust you put in us as you invited our
team to engage with your congregation. Thank you for the effort, planning,
resources, and personnel you dedicated to the event. Prayerfully, from here
forward you will see real and lasting fruit in the lives of your congregation
as a result of the time you set aside to seek God together.
This resource seeks to answer a question we’ve heard from hundreds of
church leaders sitting right where you are: “Now that we’ve had this experience, what do we do next?”
To best answer this, we have compiled five strategic suggestions and a variety of other content resources that may prove helpful in the days ahead. Of
course, we encourage you to be open to the leading of the Holy Spirit, who
may desire to take things in a direction none of us could foresee.
Serving Him joyfully,

The Life Action Team

Note: We encourage you to share this resource with all pastors, elders, deacons, or
key leadership team members.
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Did you know that
some of the worksheets and spiritual
diagnostic tools used
during Life Action
events are available for
free download? You are
welcome to use these
to enrich, review, and
remind as you feel led.
Download the PDFs
at the link below.

LifeAction.org/downloads
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S T R AT E G I C S U GG E S T I O N S

SUGGESTION ONE:

REVIEW AND RECAST
WHAT YOU’VE LEARNED
People have rightly compared the teaching
at Life Action events to “taking a drink
from a fire hydrant.” It can be very beneficial, before returning to “ministry as
usual,” to take some time personally to
write down the major lessons you are taking away from this experience. We suggest
asking each of your leadership team to do
the same.
At your next leadership team meeting,
ask participants to share the lessons they
learned and to reiterate some of what God
has done in their lives as a result. Our
leaders may have walked through a similar
exercise with you or your team during the
event, but scheduling time for a group
debriefing after a week or so is also healthy,
after people have had more time to process
the things they’ve learned and experienced.
We also encourage at least the senior pastor (and perhaps other leaders as well) to

share these lessons publicly within
the first few weeks following an event.
Potential opportunities for this type of
communication might include a special
testimonial segment/video in weekend
services, a sermon on “lessons learned,”
a written note added to the bulletin, a
church-wide email, small group conversations, an extra segment in the service
plan, etc.
This is particularly helpful not only to
affirm what God has been doing in and
among the church family, but also to
help those who were absent from the
Life Action services get a sense of what
the church learned collectively. We have
discovered over the years that honest and
appropriately transparent testimonial content from the church leaders can set the
stage for a deeper level of connection and
unity among the body going forward.
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Read about one church
whose “corporate
repentance” led them
to some practical,
organizational reforms
that reflected their new
obedience to God’s
Word together.

LifeAction.org/change
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S T R AT E G I C S U GG E S T I O N S

SUGGESTION TWO:

UNVEIL THE NEXT STEPS
OF CHURCH DIRECTION
We often say that we hope Life Action
events don’t just lead people to a “mountaintop,” but that they can also serve as
a “launch pad.” After events (particularly
the longer 8- or 15-day options), we hear
many church members wondering aloud
about the next steps of their church vision,
excited and energized about putting all
they have learned into practice, not wanting
to passively return to the way things used
to be.
We believe this is a golden opportunity for
the church leaders to either reinforce or
announce their directional plans—spiritually and practically—regarding next steps
for the congregation. There is a significant amount of momentum and interest
directly following an event; we urge you
to capitalize on this! Many people in the
congregation may have, for the first time
or with renewed fervency, said yes to God’s
will and priorities. In all likelihood, your
church’s programs will help them make

that spiritual commitment practical.
In that regard, we would encourage leaders
on the weekend(s) following the event
to announce and reinforce the church’s
visionary plans, spiritual growth pathways,
outreach/mission opportunities, family
programs, volunteer options, etc., along
with clear on-ramps to involvement in
these. If such plans and programs are not
ready at the time, we would suggest an
announcement to this effect: “We are so
grateful for all God accomplished during
our recent Life Action event. I want you
to know that our leadership team will
be meeting over the next few weeks to
consider next steps for our church family,
how we will put into practice some of the
things we learned, etc.”
In this way, we hope you can transfer the
positive momentum of the event into the
long-term plans of the church, and into
the ongoing processes of spiritual growth
among the congregation.
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Seeking Him is an indepth, twelve-week
study in the principles
that Life Action has
shared during your
event. You can read
more details on the
opposite page.

SeekingHim.com
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S T R AT E G I C S U GG E S T I O N S

SUGGESTION THREE:

DIVE DEEPER AND
GO FURTHER
Although the core principles shared
during your Life Action event may have
already been familiar to your people,
undoubtedly there is more to discover
from the Scriptures about themes like
humility, honesty, repentance, obedience,
forgiveness, family life, clear conscience,
prayer, etc. We encourage you to consider
adding a series to your future message calendar that could reprise these themes and
allow people to re-engage with them in the
months or years ahead. (On pages 18–27
we have included a few brief outlines and
definitions on core revival topics. Feel free
to utilize this content however you wish,
no attribution necessary.)
Life Action’s website also provides helpful
resources for pastors interested in preaching on revival, along with engagement
suggestions, message outlines, illustration
ideas, videos, and downloads to assist in

communicating revival themes. You are
also welcome to copy or link content from
Life Action’s website into your church
media communications.
Our premium resource in this regard, and
one we recommend to every church where
we minister, is entitled Seeking Him. This
comprehensive twelve-week Bible study
has been used by thousands of churches
across the world to dive deep into revival
themes. It is designed as a daily devotional
book for individuals that includes small
group discussion guides. Additional sermon resources are available. If you do not
already have a copy of this resource, our
office would be happy to send you a free
sample. (We also have Life Action speakers available to help cast vision and build
excitement on opening Sunday of a Seeking
Him series. Feel free to contact our office
for details).
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Following our revivalfocused events, Life
Action offers options
that help whole
churches develop
a mission mentality together. If you
would like to invite
a Life Action speaker
to conduct a special
event geared at mission
mobilization, or to
assist your leadership
team in growing vision
for both local and
global missions, learn
more at the link below.

LifeAction.org/v633
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S T R AT E G I C S U GG E S T I O N S

SUGGESTION FOUR:

GET AMBITIOUS ABOUT
THE GREAT COMMISSION
God wants us to bring glory to His name.
This is one of the primary reasons we seek
revival, together! As we read the Scriptures,
we discover that God has asked us to share
His glory among the nations—to complete
the Great Commission task of sharing the
gospel, making disciples, and being bold
ambassadors for Christ.
Our prayer for your church is that revival
focus will never become an end in itself, but
that it would propel your people toward
evangelism, compassion, generosity, hospitality, and world missions. After all, a living
encounter with the power and presence of
Jesus should fill us with enthusiasm to share
what He has done in our lives.
Here are four ideas to mobilize people
toward Great Commission living:
1.

Challenge people to pray about the
mission. One mark of prayer meetings
we’ve studied from the various Great
Awakening eras in history is a common
passion to pray about the need for
workers in the harvest fields, and even
for lost friends and neighbors. Engaging
in passionate prayer for the unreached
(locally and globally) is an important
part of seeking God’s will on earth as it
is in heaven (Luke 10:2). Tools for prayer
are available at www.JoshuaProject.net.

2. Equip people to be intentional witnesses.

Most believers know the importance
of sharing their faith but rarely make
opportunities to do so. In our experience,
this is not purely a matter of “preaching
harder” on evangelism, but rather, equipping people with practical tools, ideas,
strategies, and even corporate opportunities to intentionally reach out.
3. Ask people to love one more. To really
live out the gospel, we must do more
than talk—we must love! A practical way
to encourage this attitude is to ask people to “love one more,” be it an orphan,
foster child, single mother, lonely
coworker, widow, etc. There are always
more people who need the love of God’s
people. One might begin this journey by
praying simply, “Lord, would You help
me love one more person as if they were
family? And who should that be?”
4. Invite people to become global senders.
The months following a Life Action
event are an ideal season to introduce
or re-introduce world mission strategies
and opportunities to your church. Taking on an ambitious mission project (like
adopting an unreached area or people
group, partnering to fund indigenous
pastors, sponsoring Bible translation or
church planting efforts, forming mission-based prayer efforts, etc.) can help
people rally around a common vision,
making the mission more personal.
WHAT’S NEXT? Life Action’s Post-Event Guide for Church Leaders
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To assist you in seeking
God personally, we invite
you to consider planning
a stay at Life Action Camp
or our pastoral retreat
property, both in southwest Michigan.

LifeActionCamp.com
RetreatAtTheLodge.org
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S T R AT E G I C S U GG E S T I O N S

SUGGESTION FIVE:

KEEP YOUR INNER
LIFE STRONG
We cannot lead people to a place spiritually
that we haven’t gone ourselves. As we seek
God for renewal, and as we pray for ongoing transformation, awakening, and mission, it’s important for pastors and leaders
to set the course by their own example.
At Life Action, we consider the concept
of a “life message” to be core to who God
has called us to be—so we should never
preach a message with our lips that has
not first been lived out in our lives. We
encourage pastors, elders, deacons, etc. to
continue to earnestly seek God for personal revival in the months following a
Life Action event, and to hold each other
accountable in this regard.

Encouragements toward this end can be
found in the following downloadable
issues of Revive magazine:
Bible Boredom (on Scripture intake)
Can You Hear Me? (on prayer)
Don’t Stand Alone (on accountability)
Influence (on leadership)

LifeAction.org/revive
You can download our free Leadership Kit
(practical ideas from Life Action).

LifeAction.org/lead
We also offer regular emails designed to
encourage and equip church leaders. You
can sign up for these free e-resources on
our website.

LifeAction.org/pastoral-leadership
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CONSIDER FURTHER
ENGAGEMENT WITH
LIFE ACTION
A common question we get following our
events is, “How long should we wait before
booking a different Life Action event?”
Normally, we recommend a space of two
years between events. You are welcome to
schedule an additional event two years

ahead of time, to lock down calendar and
options. Also, if you feel your church needs
engagement sooner than this, feel free to
contact our scheduling team to discuss
your situation.

FOR MID-SIZE TO LARGE CHURCHES IN THE U.S. AND CANADA:
The Revival Summit reflects Life Action’s
classic vision for concentrated, multi-day
gatherings to seek the Lord for spiritual transformation. We offer Summits that stretch
from Sunday through Sunday (8 days), and
even an extended option that spans three
Sundays (15 days). These events are the most
thorough, content-rich tracks we offer, providing personal spiritual health assessments; a
family seminar; teaching on important themes
like holiness, repentance, grace, marriage
relationships . . . and more. If your church
went through a four-day event, we recommend
considering a Summit in the future.
The THIRST Conference helps people
recognize their great need for God’s presence
and power, and offers them the living water
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of Jesus’ life. Featured in this conference
are principles related to seeking and loving
God, responding to the Holy Spirit, living
generously, forsaking substitutes (idols), and
drinking deeply from God’s grace.
The OneCry Conference calls churches to a
united experience of repentance, prayer, and
vision, believing that the power, mercy, and
life of God is available to those who cry out
to Him in faith. Featured in this conference
are many of the themes found in the broader
OneCry movement, helping people see their
desperate need for God and then, practically,
how to turn, pray, and unite for spiritual
awakening. OneCry asks each person to start
by praying, “Lord, please send revival, and
begin Your work in me!”

C OA C H I N G FO R N E X T S T E P S

FOR CHURCHES OF ANY SIZE:
The Revive Conference is a customizable event
that walks through core Life Action content, but
in a more concise format, without a road team.
Revive Conferences are conducted by our speakers in churches of any size, and can be planned
with less lead time. If you would like a Life Action
speaker to follow up your event but are not ready
to have the full team return to the church, a
Revive Conference would be right for you.

Download information packets (PDF)
regarding each of our event options,
which include specific information
regarding messaging, logistics, and planning. You are welcome to download and
share these packets with your leadership
team, or even use them to refer an event
to another church.

LifeAction.org/church-events
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GOOD INTENTIONS
DON’T ADD UP
WITHOUT A PLAN
An Interview with Tim Neptune, Leadership Outreach

Tim has served as a pastor in Florida and
Ohio, and today leads a non-profit that assists
churches with strategic ministry planning. Years
ago, Pastor Tim hosted a Life Action event in his
church, and he has remained a good friend of
our ministry since. You can find Tim’s ministry
online at LeadershipOutreach.com.
Pastor Tim, can you describe the days
following your Life Action Summit?
Well, we were certainly at a spiritual high
point in our church. The momentum level
was wonderful; people were telling me how
they wanted more of what we’d experienced
in those two weeks. Life Action had a very
well developed plan for those days—each
message, each concept had intentionally
behind all of it.
However, when it was over, I felt like I had
been taken to a new destination, and that
our church went to a place we had never
been (a good place!), but we didn’t have a
road map of where to go next. I actually
called Life Action and asked, “How do I
keep this going? Now what?”
Many years have gone by since that time,
and I’ve had plenty of opportunity to reflect
16

on all that God did in our church, as well
as some of the things I might have changed
from a human perspective. In more recent
years, I have dedicated myself to assisting
churches develop their strategic ministry
plans, and that’s exactly what I wish I’d had
in place when Life Action’s team rolled off
our parking lot.
Do you think every church needs
a plan like that?
Well, there is certainly no cookie-cutter way
to do things, but yes, I think having a plan
is a key to good stewardship of the opportunities God gives us. A Life Action event will
likely leave you with some fresh momentum
and interest, but how are you going to lead
people from that point forward?
I spend my time now helping churches
answer questions like that, by helping them
think through their next year, two, or five
of ministry. What is the shared vision and
mission of the people in the church? What
are the steps necessary to move things forward? I think a planning process like that is
a terrific way to follow up a spiritual renewal
emphasis, whether a church uses a group
like ours or directs the process on their own.

C OA C H I N G FO R N E X T S T E P S

Can you describe what that kind of
ministry planning looks like?
It starts with defining your current state,
considering your desired state, and then
figuring out the steps from where you are
to where you want to be. This is important
on an individual level, and Life Action really
does well at helping people evaluate their
current condition before God and then take
steps forward in their walk with Him. They
provide excellent diagnosis for a church.
But reaching the desired outcome will take
far longer than a few days or even a few
weeks. This is where we need a forward-looking plan, a shared vision of where we will go
in the future. The planning process is just
developing the steps—the mile markers, if
you will—to help people make progress.
For example, a church might ask questions
like this following their revival focus:
•
•
•

How will we offer people opportunities
to apply the truths they’ve learned?
How will we measure our progress in
Christian obedience?
Are there any organizational or strategic
changes our church needs to make in

•

•
•

light of what God has done here?
Does the average person/family in my
church know what they are supposed
to do next? How can we equip them to
do it?
What is the shared vision we all want to
reach for, as a staff and as a congregation?
What could we do to make seeking God
a more regular part of our church life?

The planning process is just
developing the steps to help
people make progress.
There are a lot of questions we could ask,
and a lot of directions we could go. To me,
strategic ministry planning is a natural next
step, because it helps us quantify our good
intentions, and it helps us follow through
on our refreshed commitments. It helps us
discern what the Holy Spirit wants us to do
in our own context, and it can fill us with
expectation regarding whatever lies ahead.

WHAT’S NEXT? Life Action’s Post-Event Guide for Church Leaders
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HUMILITY
Jesus’ heart was to glorify the Father in all He did, never
taking credit for Himself. Humility is a heart that esteems
all others better than itself. It serves, submits, and desires
that God be glorified. This principle is closely tied to honesty, because honesty before God and others will keep you

humble. The moment you think you are humble, you’re
not. The opposite of humility is pride, which is an exalted
opinion of oneself; it is self-seeking. Since God resists the
proud but gives grace to the humble, humility is the key
to releasing God’s grace.

Suggested sermon texts and illustrations:

MAKING IT PERSONAL

•
•
•
•
•

Philippians 2:3-4 Admonition to humility
Philippians 2:5-11 The example of Christ
Numbers 12:1-8 The example of Moses
Luke 17:7-11 The true nature of a servant
Psalm 10:17; Daniel 10:12 God hears the humble

Do you gladly receive instruction, correction, or rebuke
from others, particularly from those you perceive to be “less
spiritual” than you are? Is there anyone you do not esteem
better than yourself, or that you are unwilling to serve?
How have you illustrated humility in the past seven days?
Can you think of situations where you had an opportunity for humility but chose to respond in pride instead?

HONESTY
Transparent honesty before God and your people will
safeguard you from talking further down the road than
you are actually walking. Honesty will help you maintain
an understanding of your real condition of being poor
and needy before the Lord. Without honesty, you can lose
sight of your true state and become like the Laodicean
church—believing you are rich and increased with goods
and in need of nothing.

The quickest path to honesty lies in getting a fresh
vision of God. The experiences of Moses, Job, Isaiah,
and Daniel all illustrate the recognition of personal
need which comes with a vision of God. The closer you
get to God, the more you will see your need for Him and
His continual redemptive work in your life. The smaller
your list of needs, the more self-deceived and self-sufficient you will become.

Suggested sermon texts and illustrations:

MAKING IT PERSONAL

•
•
•
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Revelation 2–3 A series on the seven churches
Isaiah 6:1-10 Seeing God reveals our own need
Isaiah 64:6-7 Isaiah identifies Judah’s true condition

As you continue seeking God and obeying His Word and
His Holy Spirit, you will have new and fresh illustrations
of this truth in your life. As you share with others God’s
work in your life and your response, He will use your life
to change others. Seek to demonstrate honesty daily.

R E V I VA L R E V I E W

REVIVAL REVIEW
As you guide your congregation in the years ahead, you may find it helpful
to review some of the principles or terminology introduced during your Life
Action event. After all, as someone observed: “What it takes to get revival is
what it takes to keep it.”
The concepts on the following pages are summarized as a resource for
you, to keep these revival truths in front of your congregation. For a more
in-depth review of revival principles, we encourage churches to walk through
the Seeking Him study together, which is available through Life Action
(SeekingHim.com) or Moody Publishers.

BROKENNESS
Brokenness is yielding my self-will to God,
just as a horse that is “broken” is finally
ready to be led by its master. Brokenness
involves my response of humility and
obedience to the prompting of God’s
Spirit or to the revelation of His Word. It
allows the sweet fragrance of Christ to be
released in my life.
Brokenness always begins with an
acknowledgment of my need and an
agreement with God about my sin.
The result is a godly sorrow which

Suggested sermon
texts and illustrations:

•
•

Mark 14:1-9; Luke 7:36-50
The woman anoints Jesus
2 Samuel 11–12; Psalm 51
David’s sin and repentance

works repentance. This will be followed by forgiveness; the freedom to
be open, real, honest, and transparent;
and a greater desire to love others and
worship God.
There is no brokenness where there is
no openness. We can either fall on the
rock (Jesus) and be broken, or we will be
crushed by the rock (Luke 20:18). The
Lord is near the brokenhearted (Psalm
34:18), He heals the brokenhearted
(Psalm 147:3), and He receives the broken heart as a sacrifice (Psalm 51:17).

MAKING IT PERSONAL
When is the last time you were genuinely broken over your sin and felt poor
and needy before God?
How was your brokenness substantiated by an openness before others
concerning your true state of being?
WHAT’S NEXT? Life Action’s Post-Event Guide for Church Leaders
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GRACE FOR LIVING
Grace is the power and desire to obey
God (Phil. 2:13). God gives grace in
response to humility (1 Pet. 5:5-6). A
Christian needs grace to respond obediently to conviction of sin, and to respond
righteously to life’s circumstances.
You will encounter situations in the

days ahead when the last thing you
want to do is respond to life God’s way.
But that is the very thing you must
do, and can do as you humble yourself
and receive God’s grace. The concept of
the “grace ambulance” describes God’s
rescuing response when we humbly cry
out to Him.

Suggested sermon texts and illustrations:

MAKING IT PERSONAL

•
•
•

Hebrews 4:15-16
Grace comes as we draw near to God
2 Corinthians 12:7-10
God’s power is perfected in our weakness
1 Peter 5:5-6
Humility/Grace

What is one circumstance you are currently facing for which you need God’s
grace? Have you cried out to Him in
dependence and humility, expressing
your need for grace?
What is one circumstance or situation
in the past week where you failed to
humble yourself and cry out for God’s
grace? What were the consequences?
Have you been depending on your abilities or God’s grace today?
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PRIDE
Pride is being more concerned with what
others think about you than what a holy
God knows you to be. Pride can manifest
itself through excessive shyness as well as
through arrogance. Pride deals in generalities; humility deals in specifics. When
you begin talking in generalities about
what God is doing in your life, or when
you are content to confess sin generally
rather than specifically, be certain that
pride is re-establishing a foothold in
your life.
Keep yourself accountable to others
for what God is doing in your life. Be
transparent. Be honest. Be specific.
Teach your people to do the same. Pride
covers up; humility confesses.

Suggested sermon texts
and illustrations:

•
•

Daniel 4:25
Nebuchadnezzar
1 John 2:15
The pride of life

The first tendency people have when
they begin to back up on God’s work in
revival is to cover up their true spiritual
condition with a cloak of false spirituality. They say and do the right things,
but they cease to be right. They “save
face” by pretending to be revived. To
help prevent pride, spiritual accountability to others is necessary.
Churches are particularly susceptible
to pride. They can be proud of their
size, affluence, influence, denomination, missions giving, accuracy of
biblical interpretation, etc. They can
even develop pride over the fact that
God has chosen to bring revival to their
church! Be alert to ensure that your
church is not marked by a proud spirit.

MAKING IT PERSONAL
Pride in the life of a minister is most
destructive. There is always the danger of
talking further down the road than we
are actually walking, or wanting others
to think better of us than we actually are.
How have you been tempted to respond
in pride in the past week? At what points,
if any, did you give in? Have you fully
repented of all prideful attitudes?
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OBEDIENCE
Obedience is doing exactly what I’m
told, when I’m told to do it, with a right
heart attitude. Obedience brings blessing; disobedience brings conflict.
The first time God prompts your heart
and you refuse to obey, your revived life
begins to dry up and shrivel away. To
delay is to disobey. To maintain the fire of
revival in your heart, you must commit to
absolutely obey our holy God. The closer
you are to God, the faster you obey.
What is true for you as an individual
is equally true for the church as a

Suggested sermon texts
and illustrations:

•
•
•
•
•
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1 Samuel 15
Saul disobeys the Lord
Jeremiah 7
Disobedience brings judgment
1 Kings 13
Young prophet, old prophet
Deuteronomy 28
Blessings and curses
John 15:15, 21-24
Jesus links love with obedience

whole. Our Lord tells us that much is
required of those to whom much has
been given. Accompanying the fresh
movement of the Spirit in your church
is an increased accountability and
responsibility to be wise and proper
stewards of God’s work.
God will call your membership to a new
level of obedience and commitment
because of the truth to which they have
been exposed. A commitment to obey
whatever God sets before the church is
essential to continuing in revival.

MAKING IT PERSONAL
Is there any known scriptural command you are not obeying? Is there any
God-ordained authority in your life
toward whom you do not have a submissive attitude? Has God prompted
your heart to anything you have not yet
gotten around to obeying?

R E V I VA L R E V I E W

HOLINESS
We serve a holy God, and His desire
is that we be holy and blameless (Eph.
1:4). We are filled with the Holy Spirit,
we read the holy Scriptures, and we
are called holy temples. We are commanded to be holy even as God is holy.
Our sin has separated us from a holy
God. God will not entrust His glory to
an impure heart or an impure church.
Many believers tend to develop a cultural
holiness instead of a biblical one; that is,

Suggested sermon texts
and illustrations:

•
•
•

Isaiah 6:1-8
Isaiah’s vision of God
Daniel 10
Daniel’s vision of God
Revelations 4:5-11
John’s vision of God

they seek a standard of holiness relative
to the world rather than to the absolute
holiness of the living God. Holiness is
not an option for the believer; it’s a command (1 Peter 1:15-16).
Our cry should be, “Search me, O God,
and know my heart! Try me and know
my thoughts! And see if there be any
grievous way in me, and lead me in the
way everlasting!” (Psalm 139:23-24).

MAKING IT PERSONAL
We receive positional holiness at salvation; but the challenge, particularly to
the revived believer, is pursuing practical
holiness in everyday living, especially in
speech, thoughts, motives, and attitudes.
To assist you in developing personal
holiness, work through the “Put Off
. . . Put On” sheet found at LifeAction.
org/downloads. Focus on and pray
through the godly qualities listed. Ask
God to make them characteristic of
your own life.
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CLEAR CONSCIENCE
Having a clear conscience means there
is no one alive that you have ever
wronged, offended, or hurt in any way
that you have not gone back to and
sought to make it right with both God
and those people who were involved.
Repentance has been defined as
“returning to the point of departure.”
In view of this, it is not sufficient
merely to seek God’s forgiveness for
your sin when other individuals have

Suggested sermon texts
and illustrations:

•
•
•
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1 Samuel 24:1-13
David cuts Saul’s robe
Luke 19:1-8
Zacchaeus
Paul’s letter to Philemon
about Onesimus

been affected. You must also seek to
mend damaged relationships by asking
for forgiveness for improper conduct,
speech, and attitudes.
Additionally, you may need to make
restitution for previous actions. You
cannot be right with God and at odds
with man. A clear conscience is essential
to a revived life. Memorize Acts 24:16 to
help remember this principle.

MAKING IT PERSONAL
Is there any action you have not yet
taken in order to completely clear your
conscience? Is there one phone call,
one visit, one conversation you’ve been
putting off?
Write down specific illustrations of how
you have cleared your conscience with
others, and the results of your obedience.

R E V I VA L R E V I E W

A HOLY HOUR WITH GOD
The revived heart is one where Christ is
enthroned. A heart with Christ at the
center will set aside time to seek God’s
face each day.

Elements of a Holy Hour
1. Confession
2. Praise
3. Waiting on God

Give God the best time of each day
through Bible study and prayer. Don’t
take shortcuts. Using the tool below
can assist you in maximizing your
prayer times, helping you remember
that the purpose of a devotional hour is
to focus on your Father, not on yourself.
And it can help prevent the time from
becoming dry and meaningless. (By
practicing each of the following twelve
disciplines for five minutes, a person
can spend a “holy hour” of time with
the Lord.)
Ask God to develop in your heart the
kind of spiritual thirst the psalmist
expressed in Psalm 42:1-2.

4. Reading the Word
5. Intercession/Supplication
6. Petition
7. Thanksgiving
8. Singing
9. Meditation
10. Listening
11. Reading the Psalms
12. Praise
Note: We become like those we spend
time with. If we desire to be godly, we
must spend time with the Father daily.
Scriptural illustrations include David in
Psalm 5 and Jesus in Mark 1:35.

MAKING IT PERSONAL
Outside of sermon preparation, are
you meeting with God through a
consistent, daily time in the Word and
prayer? How is God speaking to you
through His Word?

How much time have you spent in
prayer in the past 24 hours? Are you
consistently making worship (praise,
singing, meditation, listening) a part of
your daily time with God?
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LIVING/GIVING PRINCIPLES
To help confront temporal values and
covetousness, continue internalizing
these principles from God’s Word,
and make them a consistent part of
your lifestyle.
1.

Before I give any of my material
possessions to God, He first wants
me to give myself (2 Cor. 8:5).

2. I must be willing to be made materially poor (or to suffer the loss of
material things) in order that I or
others might be made spiritually
rich (2 Cor. 8:9).
3. God wants me to learn to give out
of that which I have (2 Cor. 8:12).
4. I must learn to transfer the ownership of everything I have to God
(Col. 1:16).
5. Giving must be according to the
will of God (2 Cor. 8:5).

MAKING IT PERSONAL
Is there anything you own that you
would not be willing to part with for
the sake of Christ?
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a. In order to know the will of God,
I must first surrender my own
will to Him.
b. The will of God is never contrary
to the Word of God.
c. The Word of God is the will
of God.
6. God wants me to give today out of
my abundance (or supply) to meet
the needs of others, believing that
tomorrow, if I have a need, God
will use the abundance of others to
meet my need (2 Cor. 8:14).
7. The deeper the level of giving,
the greater the expression of love
(2 Cor. 8:8).
8. We are to minister to the material
needs of those who minister to our
spiritual needs (Col. 6:6).

How have you exercised obedience,
faith, or sacrifice in your giving during
the past month?
Are you aware of any specific needs in
the body of Christ that God may want
you to help meet?

R E V I VA L R E V I E W

THE CHRIST LIFE
The “Christ life” is not a one-time event
but the development of a lifestyle.
Perhaps no other truth in Scripture has
been described by more titles and adjectives than this truth. It has been called
the Crucified Life, the Exchanged Life, the
Spirit-Filled Life, the Victorious Life, and
the list goes on. But as one person said, “I
don’t care what you call it, just get it!”
One result of genuine revival will be the
appropriation of Christ’s life in the life of
the believer. The revived heart can truly
say, “It is no longer I who live, but Christ
who lives in me” (Galations 2:20).

MAKING IT PERSONAL
Are you striving to live the Christian life
in your own strength, or are you consciously depending on the power of the
indwelling Spirit to serve the Lord?

An understanding of the truths of
Romans 6 is essential to experiencing
this reality. In order to enjoy the life of
Christ flowing through you, you must:
1.

Recognize Christ’s death for you
on the cross.

2. Recognize your death in Him on
the cross.
3. Appropriate by faith the fact that
your old man (self) is already dead
and you have become a new creation
in Christ.
4. Yield every part of your body to God.

Are you reckoning yourself to be dead to
sin so that the resurrection life of Christ
can flow through you?
Is there any area of your life where you
are walking in defeat, not appropriating
the victory that is yours through Christ?
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POST-EVENT COACHING
FOR CHURCH LEADERS
We have compiled the following bits of additional wisdom that may prove useful
in the days ahead.

AVOID THE SUPERSLIDE TO DESTRUCTION
Satan is a deceiver, defiler, and destroyer. His
intent is to “undo” revival, often in subtle
ways. We’ve noticed over the years a “slide”
that often brings church leaders to a place of
defeat, and by being aware of the first stages
of the slide, it is possible to avoid this trap! If
you find yourself on some part of the superslide already, immediately humble yourself
and cry out to God so that He may send a
“grace ambulance” rushing to your aid.
1. Disappointment
(from unfulfilled expectations)
2. Disillusionment
(with God’s workers or His Word,
or even your own calling)

3. Discrediting
(finding fault and verbalizing it)
4. Discouragement
(becoming worried, disheartened)
5. Disobedience
(backing up on God)
6. Depression
(experiencing guilt over
irresponsibility and disobedience)
7. Despair
(thinking, “What’s the use trying?”)
8. Defeat
(giving up)
An important way to prevent finding yourself
on this slide is to always yield your expectations for life and ministry to the Lord.

LEADERSHIP NEEDS AND CONCERNS FOLLOWING A LIFE ACTION EVENT
1.
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Exercise caution when it comes to
implementing change too quickly. There
will likely be momentum for needed
changes following an experience of
spiritual renewal, but be sure to allow
a bit of time and prayer to occur before
pressing forward.

2. There may have been guests whose first
connection to the church was during
the revival meetings. It might be good
to conduct some specific follow-up with
those individuals and families.
3. Consider providing pastoral follow-up
to those who shared public testimony.

C OA C H I N G FO R N E X T S T E P S

4. Take note of any among your church
leadership team (deacons, staff, other
influencers) who either missed or chose
not to participate in the revival meetings. It may be helpful to schedule
personal meetings with these individuals to tell them what God did in
your own heart(s) during the event, so
they can rejoice along with the church
regarding what has been accomplished.
Negative attitudes among leaders can
become an impediment to ongoing
revival, which is why we recommend a
proactive approach to engage any who
may have missed out.
5. Prepare for an increase in your counseling load as a church staff. Often,
revival teachings on forgiveness, hurt,
clear conscience, family principles, and

moral purity surface areas of concern
that require longer-term engagement
and discipleship.
6. There is always a potential for polarization between the “have’s” and the “have
nots” (those who participated in revival
and those who did not). Consider building a bridge between these groups by
sharing personally from the pulpit what
the revival meetings accomplished in
your life, what you believe God said to
the church as a whole, and how everyone can be a part of what God does next.
7.

It might be helpful to schedule a staff
leadership lunch or retreat to review
what God did in each of your lives personally, and in the church corporately
(a few weeks after the event has ended).

3. DON’T NEGLECT PRAYER, PERSONALLY OR AS A LEADERSHIP TEAM
Below are a few selected encouragements from The Believer’s Prayer Life by Andrew Murray.
Nothing so reveals a defective spiritual life in
minister and congregation as the lack of believing and unceasing prayer. The only power for a
new prayer life is to be found in an entirely new
relation to our blessed Savior.
Only the prayerless are too proud to own up
to prayerlessness.
Prayerlessness is proof that, for the most part, our
life is still under the power of the flesh.
If the life is not one of self-denial . . . of fasting
(letting the world go), of prayer (laying hold of
heaven), then faith cannot be exercised.
The flesh can say prayers well enough, calling
itself religious for so doing, and thus satisfy conscience. But the flesh has no desire or strength for
the prayer that strives after intimate knowledge
of God, that rejoices in fellowship with Him, and
that continues to lay hold of His strength. So,
finally, it comes to this—the flesh must be denied

and crucified.
The place of private prayer is the strategic position
where decisive victory is obtained.
The enemy uses all his power to lead the Christian,
and above all the minister, to neglect prayer. He
knows that however admirable the sermon may
be, however attractive the service, however faithful
the pastoral visitation, none of these things can
damage him or his kingdom if prayer is neglected.
When the church shuts herself up to the power
of the prayer closet, and the soldiers of the Lord
have received on their knees power from on high,
then the powers of darkness will be shaken and
souls will be delivered. Everything depends on the
faithful exercise of the power.
As you go to pray, however cold and dark your
heart may be, do not try in your own might to
force yourself into the right attitude. Bow before
Him and tell Him that He sees in what a poor
state you are and that your only hope is in Him.
WHAT’S NEXT? Life Action’s Post-Event Guide for Church Leaders
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HOW CAN WE BUILD A CULTURE
OF ONGOING REVIVAL?
We are all interested in a church culture that fosters ongoing
spiritual renewal and transformation, and where evangelism,
missions, and discipleship flourish! Historically, churches that
had the fire of revival were characterized by deep repentance, clear
proclamation of biblical truth, bold evangelism, and a unified
commitment to prayer. To keep encouraging this kind of culture
in your church, we recommend asking and answering the following four questions:
1.

How are we seeking God personally?

2. When are we setting aside time for spiritual renewal?
3. How are we uniting in prayer for revival (in our church) and
for redemption (in our community)?
4. What is our action plan to complete the Great Commission?
Perhaps these questions would be good for consideration at a
staff or leadership team meeting six months after your initial Life
Action event.

Download the PDF of our
Revive magazine entitled
“Is Your Church Revival-Ready?”
This free online resource can be distributed among your leadership team to spark discussion on key spiritual priorities and
ongoing prayer for revival. This issue walks through the four key
questions church leadership teams can ask about ongoing revival,
and offers rich examples from around the world where seeking
God’s presence has yielded kingdom results.
Also, if any of your leadership team would like to be placed on
the Revive magazine mailing list, they can sign up for it at the
link below.

LifeAction.org/revive
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LEADERSHIP
PRINCIPLES FOR PASTORS
SEEKING REVIVAL
Pastor Bobby Moore went to heaven in 2010, having finished well for Christ. His personal life
and church ministry were marked by passionate prayer and a consistent hunger for God’s
presence and power. He also served on Life Action’s Board of Directors for many years. The
following are a few of the lessons he learned along the way:
• Praying is foundational to preaching.
Prayerless preachers cannot move the
hearts of people or the heart of God.

• Don’t let discouragement enslave
you. Encourage yourself and others
in the Lord.

• Personalizing God’s Word is more
important than theological knowledge.

• Don’t become bitter and hard through
difficult circumstances.

• Being a shepherd is more important
than being an administrator.

• Glorifying God is the ultimate objective
of your life and ministry.

• Being a servant is more important than
being served.

• Don’t compare yourself, ministry, church,
or situation to others. Be content and
conformed to the likeness of Christ.

• A pure church is more important than a
popular church.
• Your personal devotional life is foundational to and more important than your
public ministry.

• Don’t look for another place of service.
Find out what God is doing and join Him.
• Your most important ministry is in your
heart and your home.

• The kingdom of God is bigger than your
local church.

• Be teachable . . . be a learner. Don’t let
pride cause you to fall.

• Eternal things are more important than
temporal things.

• Personal, family, church, and national
revival is our greatest need. Live for it,
pray for it, preach toward it, and expect
God’s intervention.

• Don’t focus on people, problems, or circumstances. Set your focus on the Lord.
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